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ABSTRACT

A PRESERVICE PERSPECTIVE ON QUALITY

TRAINING IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

Given the general reduction in both the quantity and quality

candidates entering special education training programs the

integrity of such .programs needs to be enhanced. This paper describes

the efforts of one teacher training program to train superior special

education teachers. Student support services which help "high risk"

candidates succeed in ademanding program are outlined. Program

elements and evaluation criteria which provide students with the skills

be competent professionals.are presented. A particular focus is

on program components which prepare graduates for the stressful reali=

ties facing special educators in the 1980's.



A PRESERVICE PERSPECTIVE ON QUALITY

TRAINING IN SPECIAL EDUCATION ,

Teacher preparation in special education is facing unique challenges

in coming years. We are faced with a diminishing pool of candidates for

teacher education programs. -This'is resulting in reductions in both the
A

quality' and quantity of students entering training programs; At the same:

_
time; trpe groWing responsibilities of special educators including assess-

ment, consultation, placement team decision making and parent counseling,

in addition to teaching more diverse and severely handicapped students,

requires an extremely competent and well trained professional.

Special education teacher educators must deal directly with the issue

of quality teacher training. The simplistic solutions we read almost daily

in the newspapers must not be ignored but must be countered with data

based alternatives; Let me begin with some issues of philosophy:

Kn

TRAINING PHILOSOPHY

NO edUtatOr can be opposed to raising standards for teachers. However,

we may have lost sight of our special education roots as we have been con-
,

tinually bombarded with political rhetoric about raising wtrance requirements

for teacher training programs. Not only can such a move further diminish

the pool of teacher training candidates (particularly those from minority

Populations) but it could result in the return of emergency teaching certifi-



cites and the proliferation of New Jersey's plan to hire teachers off the

streets and do teathefr7 training on the job. This approach flies in the

face,of special education research over the last two decades which.indicates

that:

-good programs can change student performance and

student behavior

-.labels; handicaps and cultural background are n_t

acceptable determinants for acceptance to school

(read college)

-entering behaviors are the basis for developing

and modifying- programs

="high risk" students can succeed given an intensive

instructional program

My recommendation is not that we ignore discussions of standardS but that

we re-focus the debate to issues of developing programs for students with

.lower abilities and; more important; implementing more rigorous graduation

and certification requirements for our programs; An appropriate philoso-

Ohitali orientation is one which states that we don't need anymore bad special

educators or -that we Will not certify any special educator who we would not

want teaching our own children.

Another philosophical orientation Which special education trainers heed

to accept is that we can't do it all at the pre-service level. NO special

educator who receives initial certification should believe that the.training

process is complete. Special education technology is changing too rapidly

for a trainer or Strident to believe that what is said in 1984 will still be
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valid in 1986,. Trainingprograms need to impart instructional strategies

and evaluation processes in additiOn to specific approaches or assessment

instruments. Special educators need to leave trai ing programs with more

questions than answers.

Training programs also need to encourage an orientation which specifies

that instruction of handicapped students is only one aspect of the special

educators role; Compet-euci in a quality program must include writing

thorough educational evaluations using formal and informal assessments?

participation in and running placement team meetings including writing effec

tive IEP'Si C011abOrating with regular classroom teachers and related services

personnel and working with parents. These cothpetencies must be taught and

practiced in situate pis and settings which provide the b opportunity for

both mastery and generalizability.. Most of these competencies relate to

understanding the politics of schools and dealing with people. Teacher train-

ers must accept that time spent dealing with school survival issues can he

timeas producting as time spent Writing IEP's or learning instructional strategies.

Therefore; prospective special educators must not only be made aware of what

is out there in the real world; but also what to do about it in order to

survive. We simply cannot afford to spend thousands of hours training compe-

tent professionals so they can quit in the middle of their first year, or

worse, fate each day in t-12 schools with resentment; frustration, or disillU;

sionment.

Preservice students certainty must be told what the law; learning theory,

4
_

research and professional ethics indicate is appropriate diagnosis; instruction,

and programing for handicapped students. Of equal importance, however, is



knoWihg what is actually happening in the schools and how to bridge that

gap betWeen theory (what should be) and practice (what is).

The remainder Of thit paper will focus on the University of Connecticutit

undergraduate special ed-ucat ogram. Program elements which we feel

have been effective in raining superior special educators will be discussed;

PROGRAM CONTENT

The hallmark of our p ogram is the use of a prescriptive teaching approach

which gives Our students a sy tematic process for evaluating any instructional

:program implemented. It Change
lw

the emphasis from teaching specific instruc-

tional or curricular strategies to eloping Procedures for specifying objec-

tives, assessing student performahee and mode _instructional approaches

based upon this educational data; Given this systematic evaluatiOn-4Tocess

studentt are literally huabarded with a diverse array of instructional,

curricular and diagnostic approaches. Students may go from one class to the

next hearing very different and sometimes almost conflicting information.

The end result is that diversity is respected, students are provided a wealth

of alternatives and are, early in their carers, required 'to make data-based

decitions about which approach to use in any specific situation.

OUr essentially noncategorical program includes generic courses on

instruction, diagnosis and management. Each of these courses is= part of a

professional semester. Coursework is built around four weeks of full time

student teaching in the midd)e Of the semester. The focus of these courses

can then be on the demonstration of tkillt learned in this applied setting;

The follbWing are examples of these efforts:



*PRACTICAL ASSIGNMENTS

AttiVities which require trainees to inditate knowledge are demon-

strated in practical settings as in these example-5: (a) defend your pro-

" gramming ideas to your, diSgruntled principal; (b) explain learning disahi=

lity diagnosis and programing in response to a letter from a parent; and

(0 justify your approach to diagnbSiS as compared to another based on a
4

question at a job interview;

DEBATE

It is important for special educators to be aware of "alternative

therapies" such as the Kaiser:.Pemanonte diet. A debate in which the pro=

-lessor plays the president of the local Foingold Association and the studentS

attempt to be rational; data based edUtatOrs has often resulted in much

firewbrkS and a significant growth in terms of insight and maturity for the

students. This activity is followed by the Students writing an explanation

of, their position on alternative therapies;

*DEMONSTRATE SKILL IN SITU

Giving students the competence to write an IEP'or complete an educational

evaluation is most important; Pro(iiding them with the opportunity to present

and defend their IEP or educational eValUatiOn on a real chtld at a real

pia-cement team meeting is even more productive.

Our program's ability to provide these "real world" experiences-

is based on the quality of instructional personnel. All undergraduate

courses are taught by full time faculty who are involved in field

based activities. In fact, almost every undergraduatJ special educatiOn

course is taught by a tenured full professor. These faculty members

are currently working in the schtiOlt as State Hearing Officers, test
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developers, diagnosticians, teachers of handicapped students, developers

of model special' education programs, parent advocates and program evaluators.

We also find that dealing with activities related to the following school

survival issues can; be helpfdI'in,prOviding preService special educators'

success in negotiating the political and professional environment of the

school or institution.

1. Critical variables in finding/selecting a job conducive to

professional growth and personal mental health.

2; Thepro's and con's of living in the area where you work.

3. Finding or developing personal/professional support groups;

4. What should I do the first day of school first week

first month?

5 Dealing with administrators, fellow special services per-

sonnel, regular classroom teachers, janitors, etc.

6; How to listen and how to communicate.

7. Assessing the informal and formal power structure of a

school.

In addition to the very practical elements described above, we require

students to take a minimum of twenty-four credits in the related areas of

psychology, speech and human development. Students typically select courses

in learning, child development, abnormal psycho1ogy, speechnnd language

acquisition and counseling. This knowledge base is a very helpful balance

to the skills provided in their special education coursework.
.)

Through our Division of Personnel Preparation Training Grant we provide

systematic student support services for "high risk" students. The services,



including academic, personal and professional support, are intended to

enable all our special education candidates, regardless of entering attri-

butes, to meet the rigorous standards set for our graduates. Our coordina-

tor of student support services does any necessary assessment of our trainees,

plans support programs in areas such as

*dealing with 'specific problems in an academic course

*providing general strategies in test taking, outlining,

time management, study skills, and writing

*overcoming professional deficiencies in diagnosis,

behavior management or curriculum development

*ameliorating inter personal; social or adjustment problems

Strategies used t' meet these needs include direct service by the coordinator,

providing tutors, referral to campus wide student support services (e.g.,

writing lab, counseling center), consulting with the student's professor(s)

and developing additional or alternative program elements (e.g., providing a

special fieldwork assignment for a blind trainee). We have found these ser-

vices to be very productive but will have to wait until a later date to report

hard data regarding effectiveness and discuss implications for recruitment

and retention of "high risk" students.

The last program component I wait to discuss is fieldwork. We could all

agree that'early and varied fieldwork opportunities are key elements of a

good program. I would like to outline some quality indicators of our out-

standing fieldwork experiences.

*fieldwork opportunities progress from observation,

to tutorial to short term to long term experiences



culminating in total responsibility for a special

education setting

*students have opportunities to select from a broad

range of settings including populations 0-21i

mildly to profoundly handicapped; public school to

institutional setting

*cooperating teachers are carefully selected master

teachers who understand the program, are trained and

provided specific evaluation criteria and receive

ongoing support from the University

*roles of student teachers are specified to include the

broad range,of responsibilities including instruction;

curriculum development, diagnosis, collaboration with

other school personnel, involvement in placement team

meetings and Parent intera

*the program coordinator Atte individually match

student teachers and cooperati,ng teachers in terms of

interests, styles, expectations and personality

EVALUATION

The evaluation of. student competence is a critical issue in these days

of public scrutiny of educators; In 'additiOn, program evaluation data 'is

Critical in making the ongoing modifications necessary to keep a program

up=tb=date. The following section describes our efforts in these areas.
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Student Evaluation

Student evaluation is totally based on a mastery model. Each methods

course and fieldwork experience has specified objectives on which the stu-

dent is evaluated. Grades in these courses are typically based on a con-

tract system or other performance based evaluation criteria. Very often the

evaluation is based on a product such as an IEP, case study or educational

evaluation. The student teaching evaluation is essentially a specification

of the competencies required of special educators in curriculum planning,

assessment; instruction and classroom management. Additional competencies

can be specified and evaluated baSed on individual trainee needs or on the

needs of the student teaching site.

The critical element in student evaluation is our determination to only

certify competent special educators. To that end we have not certified more

than 10% of each graduating class over the last three years. Students who

areAlawilling or unable to meet the rigorous standards we set are graduated

witho6t certificationertification or counselled into other majors. We also provide

trainees with additional or alternative student teaching and instructional

opportunities if they are willing to work toward competence. For example,

next fall we will have at least two student teachers who are scheduled to
I

finish the program one to two years late. In the interim they have been

involved in coursework, modified fieldwork experiences and counselling in

order to provide them with the skills they need to succeed as special educa-

tors. Although we have been threatened with legal actfon;on numerous

occasions, we have never had any problem because all our instructors, super-



visors and cooperating teachers are skilled data collectors. We can sub-

stantiate our denial of certification if we have to.

Program Evaluation

10

We implement many activities to assess the effectiveness of our program.

Typical elements include course and supervisor evaluations by'students,

employment survey and follow-up with employers. Over the last three years

this data has demonstrated that over 90% of our graduates are employed as

special educators. In addition, employers of our graduates have compared

their skills with teachers with Master's degrees and teaching experience.

new evaluation strategy we've used very successfully with our programs is an

impartial on=site evaluation. The insight one gets from the perceptions of

_ _

a khoWledgable outsider, have proven very beneficial;

Beyond simply collecting, data there must be a commitment to modify the

program based UP-Oh thit information. Our program, though relatively stable

over the last ten years; haS undergone numerous_ enhancements. We've added

second reading course; additional fieldwork; a regul5r education student

teaching experience and a professional semester. We are now in the process

of developing severely handicapped and micro-computer components. I believe

that a special education program needs to be evaluated and modified on an

ongoing basis if it is to continue to meet the needs of its students in this

rapidly changing field;

COVCLUSION

Although the University of Connecticut was graduating outstanding_4iecial

educators in the 1970's; I did not know whether or not *shad an outstanding

training program. When you select one candidate from every five applicants




